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Abstract
A new method for generating fitting grids for least-squares tensor hypercontraction
(LS-THC) is presented. This method draws inspiration from the related interpolative
separable density fitting (ISDF) technique, but uses only a pivoted Cholesky decompo-
sition of the metric matrix, S, already computed as a matter of course in LS-THC. The
size and quality of the resulting grid is controlled by a user-defined cutoff parameter and
the size of the starting grid. Additionally, the Cholesky-based method provides an al-
ternative and possible more numerically stable method for performing the least-squares
fit. The quality of the grids produced is evaluated for LS-DF-THC-MP2 calculations
on retinal and benzene, the former with a large starting grid and small cc-pVDZ basis
set, and the latter with a wide range of grids and basis sets. The error and grid size is
found to be well-controlled by either the cutoff parameter (with a large starting grid) or
the starting grid size (with a tight cutoff) and highly predictable. The Cholesky-based
method is also able to generate unique grids tailored to different charge distributions,
for example the (ab|, (ai|, and (ij| distributions that arise in the molecular orbital in-
tegrals. While only the (ai| grid directly affects the MP2 energy, the relative sizes of
the other grids are examined.
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1 Introduction
Tensor hypercontraction (THC)1 is a promising tensor factorization technique that is, in
theory, applicable to any wavefunction-based electronic structure method. The original
conception of THC approximately factorized the two-electron atomic orbital (AO) integrals
into a product of five matrices,
(µν|ρσ) ≈
∑
PQ
XPµ X
P
ν VPQX
Q
ρ X
Q
σ (1)
The structure of this approximation is similar in structure to a double pseudo-spectral decom-
position,2–6 although the method(s) for determining the values of the collocation matrices
X and core matrix V differ from those used in pseudo-spectral theory as do their numerical
behavior. Even more closely related is the semi-numeric chain-of-spheres exchange (COSX)
method of Neese et al.7 The THC factorization, in combination with a Laplace quadrature
of the orbital energy denominators was used to derive reduced-scaling approaches to MP2,1,8
MP3,1 CC2,9,10 and the expensive particle-particle ladder term in CCSD.11 Recent work on
the application of this factorization scheme to the coupled cluster doubles amplitudes, Tˆ2,
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as well as the two-electron integrals has also lead to reduced scaling CC approaches such
as Tensor-Structured CC13 as well as THC versions of CASPT2,14 ppRPA,15 and p2RDM
methods.16 Parrish et al. also showed that accuracy could be improved by directly fitting
the molecular orbital (MO) integrals (pq|rs) rather than transforming the factorization of
the AO integrals after the fact.8,11
In the least-squares variant of THC (LS-THC),8 a global solution to (1) via non-linear
optimization is abandoned in favor of an ansatz in which the matrix X is fixed by the choice
of a grid {xP}
nP
P=1 and weights ωP such that X
P
µ = ωPφµ(xP ). However, this approach is
complicated by two factors: first, the choice of the molecular grid is critical—it must be large
enough to accurately represent the electron-electron interaction, but not so large that the
cost of the calculation balloons or numerical issues are encountered.17,18 Second, the LS-THC
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procedure requires the inversion of a “metric matrix”, S, which must be handled with care.
This matrix is generally rank-deficient (and hence singular), such that a pseudoinverse must
be constructed rather than a conventional inverse.
Lu and Ying worked around these problems, as well as the O(n4) or O(n5) cost of
building the E matrix, in the context of periodic calculations.19 They developed a method
which they term the Interpolative Separable Density Fitting (ISDF), where a randomized QR
factorization of the joint collocation matrix Y Pµν = X
P
µX
P
ν is used to build a set of auxiliary
functions φ˜P that define the Coulomb kernel VPQ = (φ˜P |φ˜Q) . This approach proved fruitful
for reducing the cost of calculating Hartree-Fock exchange19 and RPA20 correlation energies,
but the application of ISDF to molecular systems is far less straightforward due to the
difficulty of computing the singular integrals required for the Coulomb kernel.
In this Letter, we present a technique that bridges the “classic” LS-THC method with
ideas from ISDF to arrive at a technique that is capable of automatically determining opti-
mized (pruned) grids specific to a given (pq| molecular orbital charge distribution. The qual-
ity and size of the generated grids are investigated as a function of a user-defined threshold
ǫ and the parent grid size. This technique is shown to produce high-quality grids with a
much smaller number of grid points than in the original grid, and to scale effectively to basis
sets as large as cc-pV6Z. The procedure for determining the pruned grids also leads to an
alternate method for performing the least-squares fit which may be more numerically stable.
2 Theory
The LS-THC procedure is characterized by a closed-form solution to the THC fit,8
V = S−1ES−1
SP ′Q′ =
∑
pq
XP
′
p X
P ′
q X
Q′
p X
Q′
q
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where X is the (parent) grid collocation matrix, here in the MO basis. The fitting matrix
E may be determined in a number of ways; the density fitting approximation21,22 is used in
this work.
In the ISDF approach,19 the density is fit by an implicit auxiliary basis φ˜P (xP ′) defined
only at a set of grid points. The auxiliary functions are determined by a randomized sampled
QR procedure,
M = SPY, MΠ = QR
where the joint collocation matrix Y in the starting grid is stored as Ypq,P . P is a permutation
or mixing matrix (e.g. FFT). S is a selection matrix which retains a random set of rN
rows, where r is an oversampling parameter and N is the number of MOs. Finally, MΠ =
QR computes the QR decomposition with column pivoting. The auxiliary basis functions
are then formed by selecting nP ≤ nP ′ such that |RnP+1,nP+1| < ǫ|R1,1| ≤ |RnP ,nP | and
computing,
X˜ = R−11:nP ,1:nPR1:nP ,:Π
−1
where X˜PP ′ = φ˜P (xP ′). Together with explicit Fourier-space integration of VPQ = (φ˜P |φ˜Q)
via X˜ this gives a THC-like decomposition.
Rather than apply ISDF directly to molecules, it is instead interesting to draw further
parallels between ISDF and LS-THC by examining the M matrix. In fact, there is a close
link between this quantity and the metric matrix, S,
MTM = Y TPTSTSPY
≈ Y TY = S
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Additionally, the QR decomposition of M may also be converted to a decomposition of S,
S ≈MTM = ΠRTQTQRΠ−1
= ΠRTRΠ−1
Thus, the R factor can equivalently be obtained by a pivoted Cholesky decomposition.23 As
in ISDF, only the leading portion of R (using the same cutoff criterion and threshold ǫ) is
numerically relevant to the computation. The selected rows of R also define the pruned grid
{xP} from the original grid {xP ′} and the pruned collocation matrix X
P
p from X
P ′
p . Using
different combinations of XP
′
a and X
P ′
i we can build three distinct S matrices corresponding
to the (ab|, (ai|, and (ij| distributions. Each of these results in a unique pruned grid.
The Cholesky decomposition procedure allows for several critical optimizations. Because
the Cholesky factorization proceeds incrementally, we can compute successive rows of R
until the diagonal falls below the threshold and then stop early. In contrast, one must
generally compute all of the eigenvalues during pseudoinversion. Similarly, while both al-
gorithms scale as O(n3) the Cholesky factorization has a much lower constant factor than
eigendecomposition. However, the main benefit of this approach compared to pseudoinver-
sion is that pruning the grid leads to a reduction in the cost of all following computations
(building the E matrix, fitting, and the THC computation). The Cholesky decomposition
is a necessary factor for this optimization, as the leading eigenvectors of S may be arbitrary
linear combinations of grid points. These non-local functions are then no longer suitable for
defining an auxiliary basis since they destroy the property (µνP ) = (µP )(νP ) = XPµX
P
ν .
In addition to decreasing computational cost, the use of the Cholesky factorization may
also improve numerical stability in the least squares fitting solution. Instead of explicitly
computing S−1 = R−1R−T in the solution of V = S−1ES−1, we may instead solve the
system of equations SV S = RTRV RTR = E using four triangular solves and successive
back-substitution. For ill-conditioned matrices, forward solves are generally preferable to
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explicit inversion where possible. Full pseudocode for the Cholesky-based LS-THC fitting
procedure is given in the Supporting Information.
3 Results
Since the Cholesky procedure can select an optimal (in some sense) sub-grid from the parent
grid, a natural question to ask is, “Given a large enough starting grid, how does the pruned
grid size and accuracy depend on the cutoff parameter ǫ?” In order to address this question,
we have performed a series of LS-THC-DF-MP2 calculations on all-trans retinal using the
cc-pVDZ basis set24 and corresponding cc-pVDZ-RI auxiliary basis set.25 A large parent
grid with 49527 total points (1011 points/atom, nP ′/nDF = 31.6 where nDF is the number
of auxiliary functions) was used (see SI for details). In fact, this grid has nP ′ > nvno which,
in theory, is enough to exactly fit the (ai|bj) integrals. An experimental implementation of
LS-THC-DF-MP2 in a development version of the CFOUR program package26 was used,
and the DF-MP2 results were calculated by reconstruction of the (ai|bj) integrals from the
transformed DF integrals follow by a conventional MP2 calculation.
The error in the frozen-core LS-THC-DF-MP2 energy compared to canonical DF-MP222
is illustrated in figure 1. From these results we can see that the total error decreases ap-
proximately linearly with the square of the cutoff ǫ. This is understandable since a cutoff of
ǫ will disregard a residual component of S with diagonal elements at most ǫ2‖S‖max. The
magnitude of the residual diagonal elements is also closely related to the magnitude of the
eigenvalues of the rejected portion, such that ǫ2 can be considered as roughly equivalent
to the cutoff used in the pseudo-inversion approach. Below ǫ ≈ 10−5, the accuracy begins
to degrade rapidly. This is likely due to numerical stability issues encountered during the
Cholesky decomposition or the least-squares fitting. In some applications, the related LDLT
decomposition can enhance numerical stability for positive semi-definite problems, as it can
capture the small negative diagonal elements that spuriously arise due to round-off error.
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We intend to explore such a decomposition in further work, although the achievable accuracy
seems to be entirely sufficient in this case.
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Figure 1: Accuracy of the LS-THC-DF-MP2 approximation compared to canonical DF-MP2
for all-trans retinal as a function of the Cholesky cutoff parameter ǫ. The dashed line shows
the linear relation ∆E = 10Eh × ǫ
2.
The size of the pruned (ab|, (ai|, and (ij| grids for different choices of ǫ are highly
linear w.r.t. log ǫ below ǫ = 0.01. The number of grid points per atom are closely fit by
n
(ab|
P ≈ −55 log ǫ− 21, n
(ai|
P ≈ −37 log ǫ− 39, and n
(ij|
P ≈ −6 log ǫ− 6, which gives ∼254, 146,
and 24 points/atom at ǫ = 10−5 respectively (∼ 8, 4.5, and 0.75 nDF ). This (ai| grid is of
similar size to the grids used in the original work on LS-THC which were hand-optimized to
reduce the error and required grid size. In this case, the tedious hand optimization process
is entirely replaced by an automated grid optimization, with tunable error control.
The effect of the size of the starting grid on the pruned (ai| grid and the relationship to
the orbital basis set were investigated using benzene, coupled with cc-pVXZ basis sets with
X = D, T, Q, 5, and 6 and their respective cc-pVXZ-RI auxiliary basis sets. For each basis
set, we performed calculations with 17 different parent grids, ranging from relatively small
(187 points/atom) to very large (1648 points/atom); ǫ = 10−5 was used throughout. For
each basis set, increasing the grid size eventually lead to a saturation of the pruned grid,
and a plateau in the error w.r.t. canonical DF-MP2. While the largest grid is enough for an
“exact” decomposition even with cc-pV6Z, the saturated grids reliably prune ∼ 60% of the
parent grid points, leading to between 115 and 615 points/atom. The pruned grid size in
units of nDF dropped from ∼ 4.5 at cc-pVTZ (cc-pVDZ is too close to the exact limit for a
reasonable comparison) down to ∼ 3 at cc-pV6Z. The saturated grids and pruning fraction
suggest reasonable sizes for the starting grid in the range 7.5 ≤ nP ′/nDF ≤ 11, although
optional starting grid optimization18 may also reduce starting grid size.
4 Conclusions
We have presented a modification of the LS-THC fitting procedure which leads to automated
pruning of the parent grid to grids specific to the (ab|, (ai|, and (ij| charge distributions. The
extent of pruning is controlled by the cutoff parameter ǫ, the size of the parent grid, and the
orbital basis set employed. For a large starting grid, the error is highly linear w.r.t ǫ, and the
size of the pruned grids are also linear w.r.t. log ǫ. As the size of the parent grid increases,
the pruned grid quickly reaches a saturation point, with final size (for the (ai| distribution)
between 3nDF and 4.5nDF . This technique shows promise both as a method for in situ
generation of optimal grids, and as a tool for facilitating the definition of pre-generated grids
for various basis sets and levels of accuracy—in each case the ability to generate distinct
grids for different charge distributions is a novel characteristic.
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